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Under Sink
Universal  Unit

Materials

Specs: Dimensions: 3.6 inches/9.1 cm (L) x 3 inches/7.6 cm (Diam)  Wt. 2.4 lbs

With an Under The Sink product, you will enjoy drinking and cooking with water that is balanced
and hydrating. You can add an Under The Sink product to any filter system you have to improve
your drinking water. Your body will feel the di�erence.

About Your Under Sink Unit

For sink use, the unit is installed between the faucet and the 3/8’ angle/straight stop valve for the
cold water line. You thereby have highly energized Structured Water directly from the faucet.
Instructions and required plumbing parts (pre-taped) are included with purchase. The unit can be
used on any system that has water lines sized .5 inch and under; such as between the garden
hose bib and hose, hot tub circulating system, RV water system, aquarium/fish tank, refrigerator
water dispenser and ice maker, water fountain, irrigation lines and bus holding tanks.

IMPORTANT

Product Description
The Under the Sink Unit is a wonderful structuring device for the kitchen, bathroom, or workroom
designed to be installed under the sink and produce delicious, energized tap water. This structured
water can be used to wash your hands or the dishes, cook with or make enjoyable beverages, or
simply enjoy a tall, cool drink of tasty water. Here’s to your health!

�. Soft healthy skin and hair
�. More moisture for skin and hair
�. Eliminates itchy skin from chlorinated

water
�. No hard water build-up in shower 
�. All memory held in water is wiped clean
�. Water that is alive and full of energy
�. Greater sense of well being
�. Source of negative Ions.

Benefits

Stainless Steel Housing, Flowform HDPE, High Density Poly Ethylene, food grade plastic.
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Under the Sink 
The Under the Sink Unit is a wonderful structuring device for the kitchen, bathroom, or workroom
designed to be installed under the sink and produce delicious, energized tap water. This structured
water can be used to wash your hands or the dishes, cook with or make enjoyable beverages, or
simply enjoy a tall, cool drink of tasty water. Here’s to your health!

Important Notes About Your Under Sink Unit
1. Cleaning Unit: Normal inline operation will continuously clean the unit. However, one can
also clean by soaking the unit in a bath of water and apple cider vinegar, hot tap water, or
running through the dishwasher.

2. Storing Unit: The Under The Sink Unit can be drained and stored in either direction, i.e.,spout
up or spout down, or sideways once dry.

3. Warranty: This unit comes with 9 Year Warranty against manufacturer defects. Misuse of the
unit is not covered.

4. Avoid leaving this unit in freezing temperatures with residual water inside as impaired
function may result.

5. Avoid dropping this unit as it may result in impaired function.  

6. If a unit is buried in dirt, any brass fittings must be covered or sealed from the dirt, as nature
will break down the brass. Cover with several wraps of duct tape or other weatherproof wrap. 
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Installation Notes - IMPORTANT!
 *** Note: These units have a Flow Direction.  Output side of the unit is indicated
to the (right) side of the unit label.  Input side is indicated to the left of the
Symbol, on the (left) side of the unit  label.  Recommend installation on Cold
Water Line.
All install-able products are engineered for simple installation with standard
plumbing parts.  
We recommend that you call a licensed plumber or qualified handyman.

 Carefree  Ease of Use


